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MIDDLE SCHOOL
& ELEMENTARY

Get Started
with the Wireless
Temp Sensor, our
simple data collection
tool for young learners
(pages 2 and 6).

Wireless
Sensor Bundle
Just what you need to get
started using sensor-based
science in the classroom
(page 3)!
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Wireless Temperature

It’s easier and more affordable than ever
before to get started with PASCO!
The Wireless Temperature Sensor’s simple design
makes it ideal for introductory sensor lessons. It
features a durable exterior, wireless connectivity,
and live data displays that introduce data literacy
to young learners.

•
•
•
•

Displays live temperature data
Onboard datalogging
Long-lasting battery
Free SPARKvue app

Start with a Temp
Sensor, or outfit
your science lab
with a low-cost
sensor bundle.

Get Started Today

From sensors and software to storage
and labs, PASCO products are easy
to use, so you and your students can
focus on doing science.
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For details, call your PASCO Education Specialist at 800-772-8700.

storage

			

Software + a Dedicated Science Datalogger

SPARKvue® 4
This award-winning data collection and analysis
software works on any platform!
SPARKvue’s intuitive design has made it an award-winning tool for collecting and analyzing
experimental data. The user-friendly platform optimizes data collection and provides tools
for in-depth analysis within a compact, yet powerful workspace. With the recent release
of SPARKvue 4, we've added new features, including a new Welcome screen and Blockly
coding. Now, students can use block-based code to sense and control PASCO devices,
including any of our wireless sensors.

Data Collection:
A Live Data Bar: See sensor readings before recording
A Periodic Sampling: Automatic sampling at a fixed rate
A Manual Sampling: Saves data only when a user specifies
A Blockly: Adds coding plus sense and control functions
A Collaborate: Start a shared session and stream results in real-time

Data Displays:

Tools for Data Analysis:

AG
 raph displays with multiple

AS
 cale-to-Fit: Adjust axes for optimal data view

plot areas and axes

AD
 ata Selection: Easily select a portion of data for analysis

A Digits

A Prediction Tool: Visualize a prediction alongside the data

A Meter

A Smart Tool: Find data coordinates and calculate delta values

A Data Tables

AC
 alculation Tools for Statistics: Easily obtain statistics
such as minimum, maximum, mean values, and more

A FFT
A Map Display

A Slope Tool: Find the slope of a curve at a specific point

A Weather Dashboard

A Curve Fits: Various curve fits with goodness of fit values

A Oscilloscope

A User Annotation: Easily add text notes to runs or points
A Axes: Add another y-axis or a new plot with one button

SPARK LXi Datalogger
The SPARK LXi Datalogger is a Bluetooth® handheld datalogger that enables students to
connect wired and wireless sensors, collect data, generate graphs, and analyze results.
It is durable, splash-proof, and works seamlessly with PASCO sensors. The SPARK LXi
can simultaneously accommodate up to five wireless sensors. It includes two ports for
PASPORT sensors, as well as two ports for the included Fast Response Temperature Probe
and Voltage Probe. It can be used with PASCO wireless sensors and PASPORT sensors
with an AirLink, SPARKlink® Air, or 550 Universal Interface.

Features:
AA8” Color Capacitive Touchscreen (1280 x 800 pixels)
AA2 GHz Quad Core Processor, 1.5 GB RAM, 16 GB Memory
AASpeakers, microphone, GPS, accelerometer, and two cameras
AASimultaneously connects up to 5 PASCO wireless sensors
AAWiFi-enabled
AAEasily send and collect files between devices
Software:
AASPARKvue® for data collection and analysis, MatchGraph, and Spectroscopy
AAMicrosoft Word, Excel, and PowerPoint
AAScientific Calculator, Periodic Table, and Google Science Journal
PASCO wireless sensors are Bluetooth accessories and require Bluetooth Low Energy wireless
technology or our USB Bluetooth adapter. Bluetooth is a registered trademark of Bluetooth SIG.
Apple, the Apple logo, iPad, iPhone, and Mac are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S.
and other countries. App Store is a service mark of Apple Inc. Android, Chromebook, and Google
Play are trademarks of Google Inc. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation in the
United States and/or other countries. www.pasco.com © 2020 PASCO Scientific. All rights reserved.

The SPARK LXi includes two PASPORT ports as well as
ports for the included Temperature and Voltage probes.

SPARK LXi.............................................................PS-3600A		

For more information and specifications on these products, go to pasco.com/wireless

$399
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Elementary

Elementary School Science Solutions

PASCO’s solutions for Elementary School science provide the tools students need
to develop scientific foundations through hands-on discovery. Our simple designs
empower students to explore the world around them through observations coupled
with live data collection and analysis.

Essential K-5 Science
Teacher Lab Manual

This Teacher Lab Manual contains 10 labs that cover
topics such as heat, temperature, the greenhouse effect,
and more. The manual is available in an all-digital version
and a print version.

Wireless Elementary
School Sensor Bundle

This bundle is designed to introduce young
learners to sensor-based science. These
sensors can be used to perform the 10 core lab
activities in the Teacher Lab Manual at left.

10 Core Lab Activities

Bundle includes
these wireless
sensors

• Physical and Chemical Changes
• Conservation of Mass
• Thermal Insulators and Conductors
• How a Greenhouse Works: Heat
• Can Plants Survive Without
Light and Water?
• How a Greenhouse Works: Light
• Weather: Investigating Humidity
• Weather: Investigating
Barometric Pressure
• Weather Station Creation
• What Is a Meteorologist?

Essential K-5 Science Teacher Lab Manual (digital only)....................................PS-6333-DIG
Essential K-5 Science Teacher Lab Manual (print only)......................................PS-6333
Wireless Elementary School Sensor Bundle.......................................................PS-3308C
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• Temperature
• Weather/GPS
• Light

$30
$40
$289

For details, call your PASCO Education Specialist at 800-772-8700.

Middle School

Middle School Science Solutions
PASCO’s Middle School science solutions help fulfill standards while fostering critical
thinking skills that prepare students for High School sciences. Our products facilitate
hands-on investigations that are supported by tools to collect and analyze data.

Essential Middle School
Science Teacher Lab Manual

This Teacher Lab Manual contains 15 labs that cover topics
in life, earth, and physical science. The manual is available in
an all-digital version and a print version.
15 Core Lab Activities
• Describing Ecosystems
• Photosynthesis
• Exercise and the Body
• Carbon Cycle
• Waste and Composting
• The Living Atmosphere
• Night and Day
• The Changing Seasons
• Water Quality
• The Greenhouse Effect
• Keeping Cool
• Inertia
• Energy’s Changing Forms
• Pressure and Volume
• Acid Rain

Wireless Middle School
Science Sensor Bundle

When they use this bundle, Middle School
students will be able to perform the 15 labs in
the Teacher Lab Manual at left.
Bundle includes
these wireless
sensors
• pH
• Temperature
• CO2
• Weather/GPS
• Smart Cart

Essential Middle School Science Teacher Lab Manual (digital only).........................PS-6332-DIG $30
Essential Middle School Science Teacher Lab Manual (print only)...........................PS-6332
$40
Wireless Middle School Science Sensor Bundle......................................................PS-3307C
$659

For more information and specifications on these products, go to pasco.com/wireless
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Wireless Sensors and Equipment
Wireless pH Sensor

Wireless Temperature Sensor

Here’s the best tool for measuring pH since litmus paper.
The Wireless pH Sensor can be used to quickly obtain
accurate pH readings, log data to the connected device,
or collect data autonomously for hours or weeks. Use the
sensor to study water quality, environmental monitoring,
testing solutions, and chemical reactions.

Welcome to the modern thermometer. Students
can access instant temperature readings, but also
continuously monitor, log, and plot temperature data.

Features:

AA Phase changes

AA Compatible with ion-selective electrodes (ISE) and
oxidation reduction probe (ORP).

AA Insulators and conductors

AA Includes Bluetooth® connectivity and long-lasting coin
cell battery.

AA Feeling and measuring temperature

Applications:
AA Heating and cooling

AA Mixing water temperatures
AA Microclimates and greenhouses

AA Logs pH data directly onto the sensor for long-term
experiments.

Wireless pH Sensor...............................................PS-3204		

$79

Wireless Pressure Sensor

Wireless Temperature Sensor................................PS-3201		

$49

Wireless Hand-Grip Heart
Rate Sensor

The Wireless Pressure Sensor allows students to
easily collect accurate gas pressure data for a wide
range of applications. It can also be used as a
potometer.

With these wireless hand grips, conducting
physiology labs is easier than ever before.
Continuously monitor heart rates during exercise,
or take initial and final measurements with fast and
reliable heart-rate detection.

Applications:
AA Create and manipulate a model lung
AA Measure changes in air pressure

Features:

AA Investigate photosynthesis (potometer)

AA Wireless design enables free movement

AA Measure pressure changes as yeast grows

AA Long-lasting, coin cell battery
AA Displays live graphs for student analysis

Wireless Pressure Sensor.....................................PS-3203		

$89

Wireless Exercise Heart
Rate Sensor

Wireless Weather Sensor
with GPS

The Wireless Exercise Heart Rate Sensor
has a chest strap, and it will transmit data
wirelessly up to 10 m. The electrode belt fits
around the ribcage and wirelessly transmits
the cardiac signal to the sensor.

The Wireless Weather Sensor houses several
sensing elements within a single unit to
provide 19 different measurements. Use the
sensor in logging mode with the Weather
Vane Accessory for long-term monitoring,
or use it as a handheld instrument to study
microclimates.

Applications:
AA Record and analyze heart rate data
AA Compare exercising and resting heart
rates

Features:

AA Investigate how mild caffeine affects
heart rate

AA Water-resistant for outdoor use

Wireless Exercise Heart Rate Sensor.....................PS-3207		
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Wireless Hand-Grip Heart Rate Sensor..................PS-3206		

$89

AA 19 measurements, including GPS
AA Weather dashboard data display

$79

Wireless Weather Sensor with GPS.......................PS-3209		 $185

For details, call your PASCO Education Specialist at 800-772-8700.

Wireless Sensors and Equipment
Wireless CO2 Sensor

Wireless Conductivity Sensor

Measure changes in carbon dioxide gas levels
quickly and easily with the Wireless CO2 Sensor.
The sensor is temperature-compensated and can
operate in high humidity environments, such as the
included 250-mL sample bottle.

The Wireless Conductivity Sensor measures the
electrical conductivity of an aqueous solution. It is
ideal for investigating the properties of solutions,
including total dissolved solids for water quality
investigations.

Applications:

Features:

AA Study photosynthesis and respiration

AA Measures conductivity and total dissolved solids

AA Investigate carbon cycling

AA Automatic temperature compensation

AA Measure CO2 in a model ecosystem

AA Battery life >1 year

AA Measure CO2 produced by yeast growth

AA Remote logging with built-in memory

AA Use for long-term datalogging

AA Water-resistant (1 meter for 30 minutes)

Wireless CO2 Sensor.............................................PS-3208		 $199

Wireless Conductivity Sensor................................PS-3210		 $97
Wireless Temperature Sensor................................		$39

Wireless Force
Acceleration Sensor

Wireless Light Sensor
The Wireless Light Sensor includes apertures
for ambient light and directional light
measurements. The ambient sensor measures
illuminance and UV Index, while the spot (directional)
aperture measures light level and color intensity.
Our software displays the relative intensities of red,
green, and blue light, then sums them to determine
the level of white light.

Capable of simultaneously measuring force,
acceleration, and rotation, this sensor is ideal for
introducing students to physical concepts. Use
the finger-holes for handheld applications, or
mount it onto a cart or rod.
Features:

Applications:

AA ±50 N

AAInvestigate seasonal light changes

AA 3-axis accelerometer
AA 3-axis gyroscope

AACompare night and day

AA Built-in rod clamp

AAStudy light’s effect on photosynthesis

AA Onboard datalogging

AAExplore visible light and the human eye

Wireless Light Sensor...........................................PS-3213		

$72

Wireless Force Acceleration Sensor......................PS-3202		

Wireless Motion Sensor

Smart Cart Patent Number 10,481,173

The Wireless Motion Sensor connects via
Bluetooth® or USB to your device. It uses
ultrasound to measure the position, velocity,
and acceleration of objects. This enables
students to take turns measuring their own
motion, while the class sees their motion
materializing as a graph in real time.

The Smart Cart includes built-in sensors that
measure force, position, velocity, rotation, and
acceleration. It can collect measurements on
or off a track and transmit the data wirelessly
via Bluetooth®. This wireless cart combines
all necessary sensors, without any additional
hardware.

$99

Features:

Applications:

AA Records and displays live motion data

AAPair with free MatchGraph software to
teach motion-graphing

AA Rechargeable battery
AA Collects data on or off a track

AAExplore speed and velocity
Clips directly to PASCO Dynamics Tracks

Wireless Motion Sensor........................................PS-3219		

$99

Smart Cart (Red)...................................................ME-1240		

$169

Smart Cart (Blue)..................................................ME-1241		

$169

For more information and specifications on these products, go to pasco.com/wireless
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Building Better Bridges Kit
This complete STEM kit introduces students to engineering
design concepts with realistic I-beams and trusses. It includes
a Wireless Load Cell that measures forces under tension or
compression anywhere in a structure. This kit encourages
creativity and cooperation among students as they construct
and test life-like structures.
Features:
AA Beams (45 count, 5 sizes)
AA Connector trusses (16)
AA Truss screws (80)
AA Mass hanger and weights
AA Storage case
AA Wireless Load Cell

Building Better Bridges Kit....................................ME-3581		
B-0223_MiddleSchool_K8_01/20

$189

